DEM V/U XVERTER and MICROVERTER Interfacing
Preliminary Information Updated AUG 19th, 2020
Band Switches, Decoders, and Cabling.
The standard interfacing for both
transverters is a manual switch and is discussed
in the V/U/MICRO VERTER product description.
It is the simplest form of transverter control and
will be the only interface utilized if your
transceiver does not have BCD output or-- if you
just want a simple control in the palm of your
hand. But-- at anytime, it can be replaced with an
interface specifically designed for a transceiver
with band controlling functions.
First, let's review the transceivers that we have developed interfacing for. There may be
others in the future and we will add them to the list as developed. The list below is what we
have available to date.

Flex Radio 6000 series
Flex Radio 5000, 3000, and 1500 series
Elecraft K3 and K3S
Elecraft KX3
Elecraft K2 with KRC2 interface
Apache Labs ANAN series with HPSDR
Standard Computer COM or LPT port
Some of the above listed transceivers have more capabilities than others and system
designers need to make determinations of what is desired verses what is available if you are
looking for that special "IF RIG". Some transceivers are more difficult to integrate than others
and some have multiple ways of achieving the final desired system but we have designed our
interfaces with simplicity in mind to be utilized with our multiband transverters.
Some transceivers are more or less elaborate than others with their functions of PTT
output, TX level control and frequency Offsets if required. Some provide separate switching
and keying circuits for external relays for Power Amplifiers, LNA's and Transverters! All have a
different number of separate transverter bands they can control. A list of the above
transceivers and what they can provide is shown in the next list for reference. This list will
specify the transceiver type and model. It will then specify the additional number of bands it will
support beyond the transceivers actual frequency range through Band Controlling. After
reviewing the following list, this document will describe our manufactured Interface per
transceiver type and explain its capabilities.
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An explanation of the list is as follows. It shows the transceiver type and the number of
external transverter bands it will support. Next the interface type is listed and this is what
requires the most explanation and is covered in the Interface per transceiver type description.
Next is if the transceiver has individual TX drive power settings per selected band, it will be
indicated. Some transceivers also provide additional control signaling and is indicated as a
feature or not, but further explanation will be detailed.
This list provided are the most common transceivers that we are aware off that can
provide multiband transverter control signals and therefore, may not be a complete list.

Transceivers with VHF/UHF/Microwave Band Controls
Transceiver
Elecraft ,K3 & K3S
Elecraft KX3
Elecraft K2
Flex 1000
Flex 1500
Flex 3000,5000
Flex 6000 Series
Apache Labs (series)

# of Bands
9
9
3 or 6
6 or 16
14
14
6 per network
Up to14

Interface Type
Direct BCD
Serial & GPIO
KRC2, or Serial
Direct & BCD
Flexwire (I2C)
Flexwire (I2C)
USB to MPSSE
Direct or BCD

TX Power Set Additional Control
Per band
Enable Xverter, PTT
One Setting
Single PTT
One Setting
Single PTT
Per band
Single PTT
Per band
Single PTT
Per band
Multiple Aux Controls
Per band
Smart SDR
Per band
HPSDR

The V/U Xverter's control connection (a DB 15 HD) pin outs and description are listed
next. The description column is of the standard transverter. Other versions will be specified in
this column within the operation manual of the transverter. The Microverter will follow the
same scheme except for Pins 1-5 and 9 will be related only to the Microverter's bands only and
not overlap with the lower frequency BCD coding.

V/U Xverter Control Connection Pin out.
Pin #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Input / Output
Output 1
Output 2
Output 3
Output 4
Output 5
Input
Input
Input
Output 6
Input
---------Input
Input
Input
--------
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Description
144 MHz Band PTT to Ground (P144)
432MHz Band PTT to Ground (P432)
902/903 MHz Band PTT to Ground (P900)
222 MHz Band PTT to Ground (P222)
1296 MHz Band PTT to Ground (P1296)
Power On (Enable with positive voltage)
Band Decoder "B"
Band Decoder "D"
AUX MHz Band PTT to Ground (PAUX)
Positive 13.8VDC
Negative DC Ground
TX Enable (PTT to GND)
Band Decoder "C"
Band Decoder "A"
Negative DC Ground
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Maximum Ratings
Sink 50ma@ 15 VDC
Sink 50ma@ 15 VDC
Sink 50ma@ 15 VDC
Sink 50ma@ 15 VDC
Sink 50ma@ 15 VDC
Sink 10 ma@ 1.5-15VDC
Sink 10 ma@ 3 - 5VDC
Sink 10 ma@ 3 - 5VDC
Sink 50ma@ 15 VDC
Sink 1.0 A @ 15 VDC
GND
Source 5VDC @ 10 ma
Sink 10 ma@ 3 - 5VDC
Sink 10 ma@ 3 - 5VDC
GND
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The Elecraft K3 and K3S
The K3's have direct BCD (Binary Coded Decimal) outputs that follow a semi standard format
and are the easiest to interface. The reasoning for the "Semi-Standard" statement is that the
coded outputs overlap with the HF band assignments.
The HF assignments are standardized manufacture to
manufacture for 160-10M with the WARC bands being
the exception. Controlling of the 6M band and higher do
not follow any standard. For the K3 line, the list of the
bands and BCD outputs are listed in the manual and
shown below along with a pin out description of the 15
pin ACC connector on the rear KIO3B panel of the K3
or K3S to the right.

Since 6M is installed in the K3 transceivers, it does not require a transverter control.
So, the K3 and K3S starts its transverter controls with 0001 (the same code utilized for 160M)
Therfore, when using the K3 series transceiver for transverter operation, all HF band
controlling hardware needs to be disconnected from the transceiver to prevent conflicts. What
is also a "Non Standard" is when set up for transverters, the K3's have a menu selection that
will designate any band to any BCD output you would desire. So-- actual standardization of
the higher bands does not exist. What is special about this type of set up is that it can be
utilized in any order or for any band and frequency the user desires simply by following the set
up procedure. Therefore, unused higher ham bands can be skipped or bypassed or assigned a
different BCD output if desired to eliminate switching through band positions with no
connections.
The K3 BCD outputs are sent out the ACC I/O connector which is a 15 pin high density
socket (Female, pin outs listed in the chart in the upper right of this page). When the
transverter control is enabled, other functions are available on the same connector allowing
only one cable to control a multiband transverter system. Besides the four BCD outputs, there
are two isolated grounds, a PTT out and a enable control that is utilized to enable the
transverter system. It is connected as a master "ON/OFF" switch for your transverter system.
When you switch to 6M or any other HF band the multi band transverters are disabled and
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normal operation such as the 100 watt level is
enabled on 6 M ready for action. The PTT
output signal also follows and will key any
power amplifier in the HF/6M system. A
detailed menu setup is described in the Elecraft
manual to customize your transverter system.
The K3's also have 13 dB of adjustment range
per transverter band to trim up the output levels
required per band A great feature to have when
connection each band to individual power
amplifiers. Shown to the right is a K3 interface
cable ready to go. Opposite sex DB-15
connectors (to prevent confusion) with the
transverters DC input (The RED/BLACK cable) and the PTT OUT cables (per transverter
band) ready to connect with both DB 15 wired. The PTT-OUT of the K3 to key the transverter
is within the DB-15 cabling along with the Transverter enable. Once you get past the
transverter menu setup in the K3, this becomes the easiest interface to use.

The Elecraft KX3
Because of its size, is the best transceiver to use as a portable system with multiband
transverters but requires a very different interface than its K3 big brothers. The KX3 has two
control ports that utilize a 3.5-mm and 2.5-mm jacks. The 2.5-mm jack (ACC2) is multi-tasked
with GPIO and the Keyline output depending how it is set in the menu. The GPIO was
designed to operate the Elecraft line of transverters sending band data information using the
Elecraft "auxBus protocol" and thus isolating it from the rest of the worlds Band controled
equipment. This becomes the issue of utilizing the ACC2 connection for anything but the PTT
output with transverters other than Elecraft's own.
So, we utilized ACC1, the 3.5-mm connector. It is specified to be used for firmware
updates and is connected to your computer through its supplied USB or RS232 type mini
converter connectors. On the ACC1 connector of the KX3, the 3.5-mm jack tip is RX Data
(from the computer) and the jack's ring is TX Data (to the computer) .The KX3 has a built in
utility program and it will interface to any computer based logging and control program. This is
the "IN" for our interface.
With TX and RX data flowing between a
computer and a KX3, tapping into the TX Data (from
the KX3) to control a transverter system is the simplest
mechanism. This way, a computer can make the band
changes in the KX3 and the KX3 makes the band
changes in the transverter system. In the picture to the
left, you can see two 3.5 mm jacks on the circuit board.
This interface is inserted between the computer and
KX3 by adding a two circuit 3.5 mm connector line
between the computer and KX3.
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Now, for simplicity when you go portable on the Saturday afternoon, you don't bring
your computer for controlling or logging. What? No computer to do band controlling and
logging? That's Ok! Just plug in the 3.5 mm cable between the KX3 and the interface and
control the band switching of the multiband transverter using the BAND UP/DOWN buttons. Of
course, this all requires setting the KX3 up in its menu for transverter operation and it is detail
in its manual. After all, we all read the manuals! A side note is the drive level of the KX3 could
be as much as 5-10watts unless set to always be a lower level.
Now to describe the technology of this interface. This is accomplished with a PIC Micro
controller on the TX data line. A flash based, 8 bit CMOS microcontroller such as a
PIC16F688 performs the functions required. Circuit shown below.

With proper written Software programming, it will convert the 9 bands of Serial Data
provided by the KX3 to BCD information to control a transverter system. It will also provide a
transverter enable/disable signal when the KX3 is switched to 6M or any HF band. Then with a
RX Data loop through, the transverter/transceiver combination it can be controlled by a
computer or by the utilizing the band up/down buttons on the transceiver. Above is a basic
schematic of the production interface design by WW2R/G4FRE to accomplish this.
This design also has a feature that will enable it
for use on the HF bands sending standard BCD to any
external device by installing a jumper or external switch.
Shown at the left is a KX3 BCD converter that can be
utilized for either HF or VHF and high bands. It is
supplied with a single pig tail. If you require band control
data from you KX3 for HF operation, this interface is
available as shown to the left. The interface unit supplied
with the V/U and MICROVERTER will have a DB-15
connector installed containing the DC supply line and the
external PTT OUTs.
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The Elecraft K2
The Elecraft K2 has a RS232 interface as an option called the KIO2 RS232. If you
desire computer control or logging with you K2, it needs to be purchased and installed
separately. It will also control the KRC2 interface which in its standard form will control up to 3
external transverters. You can get a upgraded E-PROM that will expand the KRC2 to control 6
separate transverters 6 meters and higher. BUT-- if you do not already have this interface, it
may not be worth the trouble in investing in one just to switch our Multiband transverters and
be limited to only 6 bands. But having it, it will enable the K2 to control all of the HF bands.
If you have the upgraded KRC2 (with latest firmware is installed) you will be able to set
the K2 to have a direct frequency read out of the 6 transverter bands you are on so it is useful
but adds additional hard ware (Its half the size of the K2) and may make it cumbersome for
portable operations. Now because the utilized KIO2 RS232 optional interface is required to
operate the KRC2 and computer logging software, a similar interface utilized with the KX3 (PIC
Micro) could be altered to provide BCD output and reduce the hardware. Understand it will
only provide the 6 transverter band controls because of the K2's firmware. As of this writing,
the DEMI K2 interface has not been tested with a PIC micro device but will be explored in the
future. But in our opinion, a system with a K2 would be easier to use with the standard Manual
Band Switch that is provided with the Multiband Transverters. Another important note is that
the K2 would need to operate at its 10 watt level, though adjustable, to drive the transverters
unless a DEM EKTI interface was installed internally within the K2. This device would supply
approximately a 10 mw level to a transverter. Either way Individual band drive power is not
available.

Flex 1000
If you still own a version of a Flex 1000, (too many versions to list, single board kits to
factory assembled units) POWERSDR will enable the use of connector X2's I/O pins which is
a 15 pin High density socket (female) connector and shown on the next page. This connector
will provide the functions listed depending on version of firmware.
In the past, there was an aftermarket interface called the Universal Controller Board or
(UCB). It would self program according to the set up of Power SDR. It will control up to 16
different transverter bands and external devices all addressed by Power SDR.
A simpler set up is pins 1-4 can be programmed as direct BCD outputs following a
standard format or one of your own. Then pins 5 -15 may be utilized with the function listed on
the chart. There are not many Flex 1000 still in use but if you have one and do not have a
UCB, DEMI has produced a basic similar device with interface cable that can be written to
with the version of firmware you are using and will control the multiband transverters. Beyond
the interface connector pin out and the set up within POWERSDR, the complete procedure
can be read in the Flex 1000 users manual for a complete understanding. Drive power per
band is settable within the firmware.
A more technical discussion on the DEMI FLEX interface (the UCB knockoff) is found in
the FLEX 1500 description.
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The Flex 1500
If you still have one, you will find it was easy to utilize after initial set up with the
multiband transverters. FlexWire is the buzz word! More than 15 years ago, the original
universal controller board (UCB) was designed by K3TUF as an interfaced utilizing a I2C chip,
the Texas Instrument PCA9555. It is a 16-bit I/O expander for the two-line bidirectional bus
that talks "FlexWire". Basically, serial data (with a serial clock signal) is sent through the
FlexWire connection utilizing the Flex radio firmware
(POWERSDR version 2.8.0 or higher) which programs the I2C
chip. This chip will then provide single signal output for 14
bands. These signals can then be routed to anything that is
addressable by a High or low signal or through a diode matrix
providing standard BDC outputs. To the right is the V2
connector pin out for the Flex 1500 which is a standard DB-9
Socket (Female) connector.
Pin 1 - Ground
Pin 2 - Transmit Audio Line Input
Pin 3 - PTT Output (Open Drain)
Pin 4 - PTT Input (Also I2C interrupt request input, if used)
Pin 5 - Ground
Pin 6 - I2C Bus, Serial Clock
Pin 7 - I2C Bus, Serial Data
Pin 8 - +13.8 Volts Out (Same as voltage into power
connector)
Pin 9 - Receive Audio Line Output
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The basic DEMI FLEX FireWire circuit interface is the I2C chip attached to a diode
matrix for the Band Control Data (BCD) output and is shown in the schematic below. This I2C
chip has 16 outputs but only 14 are addressable by POWERSDR. This schematic only shows
ten outputs interfaced to the matrix. The diode matrix is utilized to produce the A through D
BCD band outputs. The only special feature about this is that the POWERSDR program can
designate any BCD code output to be any band. If a BCD output is not desired, the output
pins may be used directly to drive small relays or solid state circuits for switching purposes.
Understand that this schematic below is not complete and some pull-up and loading resistors
are not show purposely for circuit clarity along with 6 outputs that are not assigned.
The DEMI FLEX interface is provided wired to connect to the V2 connection and DC
power. The effort is in the Firmware set up but once done, it is easy to use. A note is with the
FLEX 1500 and Power SDR, the drive levels can be set per band. A screen shot of the set up
is located in the next section.
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The Flex 3000 and 5000
These two are basically the same as the 1500 except the Flexwire connector has a
different pin out. The FlexWire connector on the FLEX-5000 and FLEX-3000 utilizes the
version 1 standard (v1) which is slightly different than the v2 standard used on the FLEX-1500
software defined radio. The major difference is that pin 3 is un-used or physically blocked in
the FLEX-5000 and FLEX-3000. The FlexWire v1 connector
(to the right) is a standard DB-9 female connector.
Pin 1 - Ground
Pin 2 - Transmit Audio Line Input
Pin 3 - Unused or pin blocked
Pin 4 - PTT Input (Also I2C interrupt request input, if used)
Pin 5 - Ground
Pin 6 - I2C Bus, Serial Clock
Pin 7 - I2C Bus, Serial Data
Pin 8 - +5 Volts DC Out (@ 1 amp)
Pin 9 - Receive Audio Line Output
Other V1 connector differences are the voltage on Pin 8 is
+5 VDC and the PTT OUT is derived on an existing
connector on the rear panel of the 3000 and 5000. Other
than that, the same I2C based adapter is utilized for the
1500, 3000 and 5000. DEMI will provide the correct wired
DB-9 connector for the Flex radio of choice. Next is the setup screen in Power SDR to control
up to13 different transverters utilized with the 1500, 3000 and the 5000.
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The Flex 6000 series
The 6000 series is different than previous Flex
radio models. With the aid of Smart SDR, all output
signaling and control of external devices is done through a
USB to MPSSE Serial interface. Yes, sounds like a
complicated issue but is quite easy to utilize. A simple
C232HM-ED adapter cable (pictured to the right) is
provided connected to our BCD converter with the
transverter interface cabling ready to go. Just connect to
the transverter and plug the C232HM-ED adapter cable
into the Flex USB or any hub connection connected to a
Flex 6000 series.
But first, a general understanding of what is possible. In Power SDR, there are four
selections that determine the outputs of the Serial interface. To operate multiple transverters
only two selections are suitable but only one will allow our multiband transverters to function
correctly. All four options are listed below for understanding.
CAT: To direct a small subset of commands with limited control functions.
BCD: Direct Band Control Data output
BIT: To directly map the adapter cable to perform the function required.
LDPA: A special programming to access a low level input VHF power amplifier.
For operation of multiple transverters, only the BCD and the BIT setup is useful with the
BCD appearing to the most logical. But it is not. The BCD mapping has three different settings
to select from and all three starts with BCD output on 6M. This is not the norm for most band
controllers or our transverters. So, we utilized the BIT output to control our own BCD
converter.
The BIT cable mapping is more universal. The signal that
appears on each wire of the BIT cable is configured by the Power
SDR firmware. Each pin (table to the right) has many abilities. A
single pin can be Enabled or Disabled to skip a band. It can be
either a High or Low when triggered. It is of course set per band. It
can be"Triggered" at the band change or utilized as a PTT high or
low with individual TX delays per band.
Our converter utilizes the first 6 BIT PIN's to change bands.
The next BIT PIN is configured to Enable/Disable the transverter
when switching to an HF or 6M band. The last BIT PIN is the used
for the PTT function of the transverter. You just connect the cables
and configure Power SDR. The catch is, if using both V/U and
Microverter, you will require two separate BIT cable and converters.
This may also require a FLEX network hub if all other USB
connections are allocated. The screen shots on the next page are a
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representation of what you will see when setting up your transverters. A step by step
procedure will be provided with the interface for proper installation. If you if you require more
than 5 bands of operation such as adding the Microverter to you system, you simply plug a 2nd
BIT cable and converter interface into the network to continue up the bands. The firmware
will automatically display the bands selected on the PowerSDR screen and bands can
then be selected by mouse click on the main screen when the set up is complete as
show below.

Apache Labs
Apache series of SDR transceivers are the most universal of all. First, all of the AUX
connectors pin assignment numbers are the same for every model produced in the 10,100,
and 200 series. The early version transceivers had a common 26 pin ribbon connector but all
versions after that utilized a DB25. The
7000 and 8000's have a DB-9 with only
the open collector output pins 1-7. SO-very simple. What makes the Apache
Labs transceivers most universal is that
with the PowerSDR firmware, it is all set
up and always adjustable with a mouse
click. To the Left is the transverter set
up menu for 14 bands. The desired
bands are selected and assign to the
band buttons.
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After that is completed, the open collector outputs are assigned and are very versatile.
The chart shown has both the HF bands and the VHF bands. When a band is selected, the
boxes that are check assign a "High" in either receive or transmit. So, the first four pin are
assigned the BCD coding required for the multiband transverters leaving pins 5-7 for other
functions for all other external devices. The Apache series only has one PTT output so if
additional signaling is required in your system, one of those pins may be utilized for routing.

The DEMI APACHE interface is a
simple DB25 to DB 15 connector with the
extra DC and PTT OUT cabling from the
transverter. If both transverters are
utilized, a addition to DB 25 cable will be
required. This will be described in its
user manual along with specific interface
instructions for both transverters.
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Transverter Switching with Computer Control
Most computer logging programs that have Rig control or antenna selection setups can
be used for transverter band switching. Assuming you have a transceiver that doesn't have
band control, you leave it on the 10 M band and switch the various transverters in and out of
line after you set your rig on 28.200 or 28.100. Yes, you can switch the bands of the multiband
transverters with the manual switch that is provided but-- it can be switched with the logging
computer. A separate document will be available describing how to utilize N1MM as the
logging and band switching control for both multiband transverters.
But, other logging programs have functions that will do band switching and have
controls available for external switching of other various devices. We recommend that you read
your Logging program manual and decide how to go about it. We can supply the cable to
connect to the transverters with a pigtail on the end that you would interface to you computer
or computer controlled device. Using the pin out of the supplied cable (listed on the 2nd page
of this document) and the truth table of the band switching scheme the transverters use
(below), you will be able to enable automatic band switching functions of both multiband
transverters.

Band Decoder Truth Tables for V/U Xverter/Microverter
Active Band
None
144 MHz
222MHz
432 MHz
902/903 MHz
1296 MHz
2304MHz
3456 or 3400 MHz
5760 MHz
10368 MHz

D
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1

C
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0

B
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0

A
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

Comments
Standard HF transceiver operation

NOTE: Table above is the standard configuration with the integration of the Microverter.
If 4M is required in the V/U Xverter the 222 or 900 MHz position will become the AUX
frequency port to utilize with the Microverter or any other higher frequency transverter. This
will be indicated on you transverter manual
We will continue to research other transceivers for possible direct interfacing and will
update our interfacing documents as new transceivers enter the market. We are still
researching this so it will be updated as time progresses.
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